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Krefelder Straße 78-82 | 40670 Meerbusch-Osterath (direction: Görgesheide)
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Fon: 0 21 59 / 69 640-0

Krefelder Straße 78-82 | 40670 Meerbusch-Osterath (direction: Görgesheide)

opening hours: Mo. - Fr.

9 am - 18 pm

Fon: 0 21 59 / 69 640-0

Directions
A44 Exit Osterath/Fischeln
to Osterath
after 800m on the left hand side.

Welcome!

Krefelder Straße 78-82 | 40670 Meerbusch-Osterath (direction: Görgesheide)

opening hours: Mo. - Fr.

9 am - 18 pm

Fon: 0 21 59 / 69 640-0

From Mönchengladbach / Willlich (via A44)
Take exit 26 Meerbusch-Osterath/Krefeld-Fischeln, at the traffic lights
turn right towards Meerbusch Osterath. Follow the Krefeld St for
approx. 1000m, the FORUM FÜR BÜROKULTUR will appear on
the left side of the road. Use our separate turning lane before the
traffic light to go directly to our car park outside
the main building.

From Krefeld (via A57)
At motorway junction Meerbusch (15) switch the motorway to the A44 towards
Mönchengladbach. Take Exit 26 Meerbusch-Osterath/Krefeld-Fischeln and turn left
to Meerbusch Osterath. Follow the Krefeld St for approx. 1300m, the
FORUM FÜR BÜROKULTUR will appear on the left side of the road. Use our
separate turning lane before the traffic light to go directly to our car park outside
the main building.

From Düsseldorf / Düsseldorf Airport / Düsseldorf Fair Trade /
Velbert (via A44)
Take Exit 26 Meerbusch-Osterath/Krefeld-Fischeln and turn left to
Meerbusch Osterath. Follow the Krefeld St for approx. 1300m, the
FORUM FÜR BÜROKULTUR will appear on the left side of the road.
Use our separate turning lane before the traffic light to go directly
to our car park outside the main building.

Coming from Kaarst / Willich / Mönchengladbach (via A52)
Take exit 12 Kaarst-Nord/Osterath and turn left at the traffic lights towards
Meerbusch Osterath. Follow the Kaarster St for approximately 2.5 km towards
Meerbusch Osterath and follow the „West Ring“ for further 3.1 km. At the traffic
lights you can see the FORUM FÜR BÜROKULTUR on the left hand side. Turn left
towards Krefeld and business park „Mollsfeld“. You can reach our parking spaces outside the main building through the driveway behind the building.

From Cologne / Neuss (via A57)
Take exit 16 Meerbusch Bovert and turn left at the traffic lights to
Meerbusch-Osterath. Follow the Meerbuscher St for about 1200m,
you pass the level crossing and follow the road for further 1400 m.
After the third traffic light, the FORUM FÜR BÜROKULTUR will
appear on the right side of the road. Use our separate turning lane
before the traffic light to go directly to our car park outside the
main building.

From Düsseldorf / Meerbusch-Büderich (via A52)
Take exit 12 Kaarst-Nord/Osterath and turn left at the traffic lights towards
Meerbusch Osterath. Follow the Kaarster St for approximately 2.5 km towards
Meerbusch Osterath and follow the „West Ring“ for further 3.1 km. At the traffic
lights you can see the FORUM FÜR BÜROKULTUR on the left hand side. Turn
left towards Krefeld and business park „Mollsfeld“. You can reach our parking
spaces outside the main building through the driveway behind the building.

